Abstract| Given a unitary operator A representing a physical quantity of interest, we employ concepts from group representation theory to de ne two natural signal energy densities for A. The rst is invariant to A and proves useful when the e ect of A is to be ignored; the second is covariant to A and measures the \A" content of signals. We also consider joint densities for multiple operators. In the process, we provide an alternative interpretation of Cohen's general construction for joint distributions of arbitrary variables.
I Introduction
Time-frequency distributions, which indicate the energy content of signals simultaneously in both time and frequency, have proven indispensable for the study of the nonstationary signals appearing in many applications, including speech, radar, geophysical, biological, and transient signal analysis and processing. To date, most time-frequency distributions (the spectrogram and the Wigner distribution are two examples) have been matched to the time and frequency shift operators and, consequently, they perform well in applications where time and frequency shifts are fundamental 1{3]. In other problems, such as sonar and image processing, the concept of scale (compression/dilation) is more relevant than frequency shift; hence joint time-scale distributions have been developed 2,4{6], the most popular of which is certainly the wavelet transform.
While time-frequency and time-scale distributions are the natural analysis and processing tools for large classes of signals, they are not perfectly matched to all signals, just as time shifts, frequency shifts, and scale changes are not the fundamental transformations appearing in all applications. For these di erent classes of signals, joint distributions based on concepts other than time, frequency, and scale have been developed. Among these new classes, we nd the generalized Wigner distributions for the extended a ne group 5] and arbitrary Lie groups 6], the hyperbolic class 7, 8] , the power classes 8], the exponential class 9], the covariant classes 10{15], and the unitarily equivalent classes 16{18].
Operator methods have played a central role in the development of these new classes of joint signal distributions. Using ideas from quantum mechanics, these methods associate to a physical quantity a an operator A that may be unitary or Hermitian (symmetric).
Operator representations can be manipulated, and typically, we seek transformations that measure the a or joint a vs. b energy content in a signal through the corresponding operator representations A and B.
The endless variety of physical quantities necessitates general methods for generating and
The close relationship between unitary and Hermitian operator representations (by Stone's celebrated theorem 27, p. 614]) enforces an equivalence between our approach and that of Cohen. (This was proved by Sayeed and Jones in 24, 25] and is sketched in Section IV-E below). Nevertheless, we feel that the insight into operator representations gained by looking at the \ ip side" of the Hermitian operator method makes the development worth the trip.
Following a background section that reviews some basic results from functional analysis and group theory, we will proceed in steps of increasing complexity, beginning with one-dimensional distributions that measure the A content of signals (in Section III) and culminating in the construction of joint A vs. B distributions (in Section IV). While our approach to this problem is quite general, it is also very simple, owing to the group theoretic arguments employed.
II Unitary Operator Methods
In this paper, we set into correspondence physical quantities with parameterized unitary operators on a Hilbert function space H. In signal processing applications, H is typically one of the L 2 (G; d G ) spaces, with G the set of function indices and d G a measure on that set. These spaces have inner product hg;hi = R G g(x) h(x) d G (x) for g; h 2 L 2 (G; d G ) and norm j jhj j 2 = hh;hi.
We will adopt the relaxed mathematical tone that has become standard in the literature on joint distributions. For example, we will have occasion to employ generalized functions such as the Dirac delta (x) and sinusoid e j2 fx that exist only as the limit of functions in L 2 (G; d G ). All arguments can be rigorized by working in a suitable Schwartz space or by using projection-valued measures for eigenfunctions 28 Thus, the group concept partitions parameterized unitary operators into mutually exclusive equivalence classes.
While we started out this section referring to the time, frequency, and scale operators as \parameterized unitary operators," we now see them for that they really are: The time and frequency operators are both representations of the Lie group (IR; +) of real numbers with addition as the group operation, whereas the scale operators are representations of the Lie group (IR + ; ) of positive real numbers with multiplication as the group operation. Although, for the sake of brevity, we will concentrate mainly these two groups for examples in this paper, note that all results are valid for arbitrary locally compact abelian (LCA) groups 32, 33] . In Section II-G, we will consider the integer and circle groups relevant to discrete-time signal analysis. II-E The group Fourier transform for LCA groups
The fact that all unitary representations of a group G share common eigenvalues (see (4) For the dual group G , with group operation , we have
The dual group is also LCA, but in general di ers from . The string of identities
echos the properties of the complex sinusoids employed in the traditional Fourier transform. Throughout this paper, we will use roman letters to denote elements of G and greek letters to denote elements of G .
Since IF G is unitary, the inverse group transform of a function S( ) 2 L 2 (G ) is de ned similarly to the above
Since G x; = G ;x , this inverse transform can be interpreted as a group Fourier transform in its own right.
On L 2 (G) (using the invariant measure), the group Fourier transform coincides with the T T G {Fourier transform; therefore, the A{Fourier transforms of all operators unitarily equivalent to T T G can be obtained (up to reversal) as
with A the transformation to \a" coordinates de ned by (5) . 
II-F Dual Operators
After group translation T T G , the simplest nontrivial unitary transformation on L 2 (G) is the phase shift If the operator A a translates in a coordinates, then its dual operator will phase shift in these same coordinates. To nd the operator dual to an arbitrary unitary A a , we can employ the unitary equivalence principle. Given that A a represents the group G, we have the following diagram:
and the conclusion that
2 G : 
II-G Further examples
Group G = (Z Z; +): Discrete-time signal analysis involves a set of groups di erent from (IR; +) and (IR + ; ). On L 2 (Z Z) (discrete-time signals with the counting measure), we de ne the time shift operator as (T n g)(x) = g(x ? n), with x; n 2 Z Z. This operator represents the group (Z Z; +) of integers with addition as the group operation; in fact, it is the group translation operator. Its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are given by T t; = e ?j2 t ; u T (x) = e j2 x ; x; n 2 Z Z; 2 0; 1):
The dual group of (Z Z; +) is the circle group ( 0; 1); + 1 ) having addition mod 1 as group operation. The group Fourier transform mapping L 2 (Z Z) onto L 2 0; 1) is the classical discrete- The results of this paper spring immediately from the characterization of physical quantities (time, frequency, scale, and so on) as group objects, speci cally, as unitary representations of groups on certain Hilbert signal spaces. We will now apply this powerful mathematical machinery to the problem at hand: energy densities in one and many dimensions.
III Energy Densities
In this section, we de ne two natural transforms for a unitary representation A of an LCA group 23]. The rst is invariant to A, while the second measures the \a" content of signals. It is useful to keep in mind as models the operators F and T and the transformations js(t)j 2 and jI Fs(f)j 2 , which indicate the time and frequency energy content of a time signal s. While the results of this section are general, when interpreting them we will assume that the signal s(x) has been expressed in the \time domain."
III-A Invariant energy densities
Squaring the A{Fourier transform yields an energy density that is invariant to the operator A j(I F A A a s)( )j 2 = j(I F A s)( )j 2 :
Thus, we will refer to jI F A sj 2 as the A{invariant energy density (A{IED). It is extremely important to note that the A{IED does not indicate the A content of the signal s, precisely because of this invariance. In fact, the A{IED is the transform of choice when the action of A is to be ignored! As examples, recall that the T{Fourier transform reduces to the usual Fourier transform, which indicates not time but frequency content. Similarly, the D{Fourier (Mellin) transform of (2) The essence of Z{covariance is that the operator Z describes the e ect of \pulling" A out through the transformation . It follows directly from the de nition that if we desire Z{covariance in an A{content energy density, then the density of choice is j sj 2 . Note that Z cannot be arbitrary, since A and Z must be unitarily equivalent, with A a = ?1 Z a , and, hence, must be representations of the same group G.
Since the natural choice for should lead to the simplest possible covariance, a grouptheoretic argument suggests we choose Z = T T G , the translation operator of the group G. 
III-D From ambiguity functions to energy densities
The correlation, characteristic, or ambiguity function (Qs)(a) hs;A a si (10) measures the similarity between s and A a s as a function of a. When A = T T G , (10) corresponds to a group convolution | the usual convolution on (IR; +) and multiplicative convolution on (IR + ; ) 5, 6, 31]. The Fourier transform takes an ambiguity function from the correlative domain to the energetic domain 3]; two cases will be of interest in the sequel.
The group Fourier transform of (10) The inverse group Fourier transform of (10) 
While merely an intermediate step in the single operator case, ambiguity functions form the foundation for joint energy densities for multiple operators, to which we now turn.
IV Joint Energy Densities IV-A Motivation
In the previous section, we de ned two energy densities that are natural for any unitary representation A of an LCA group. The A{IED is invariant to A, while the A{CED is covariant to A (and thus measures the A content in signals). In many applications, these densities and their linear equivalents will be more than adequate for characterizing, analyzing, and processing signals. One obvious example of an IED/CED is the square of the Fourier transform, which has found a multitude of applications.
For more complicated signals and systems, several physical quantities may be meaningful simultaneously, making joint densities based on several operators a necessity. Time-frequency distributions, for example, were developed for problems where both the time shift T and frequency shift F are important. In this section, we build on the above results to construct joint energy densities for combinations of physical quantities 23].
The basis for our method lies in Cohen's pioneering construction for joint densities of arbitrary variables 1, 19] . Like Cohen, we will employ ambiguity (characteristic) functions to extend the one-dimensional construction of Section III-D to two and higher dimensions. Unlike Cohen, we will begin with unitary operator representations and nish with an extended construction that supports groups beyond (IR; +) and o ers a choice of either IED or CED marginals.
A relaxable marginalization constraint will ensure that the axes of our joint distributions lie oriented along the right quantities. We will say that a two-dimensional mapping (Ps)(u; v) 
IV-B Construction
We will explicitly formulate joint energy densities only for pairs of unitary operators; the jump from two to higher dimensions is straightforward. For the moment, we will assume that both operators represent the same LCA group G. This assumption will be relaxed in Section IV-E. The construction of joint densities for two operators A and B proceeds as follows:
Step Step 2: Form the ambiguity function (Qs)( ; b) = hs; A ? B ? b si ; (13) with the inner product taken in L 2 (G). 
ord ( 
Kernels satisfying the constraint ( ; ) = ( ; b) = 1 8 ; b will generate distributions satisfying the correct marginals. Distributions generated by kernels that violate this constraint will not marginalize correctly, but are nonetheless useful. Note that the kernel method is not foolproof, however; see 35,37,38].
Step 3 
To obtain distributions of more than two variables, simply place all of the relevant operators into the ambiguity function (16) and Fourier transform accordingly.
IV-C Marginal and covariance properties
The marginal properties of Ps,
follow directly from the properties of the group Fourier transform. We begin with the A{ CED marginal (18) . Integrating Ps with respect to d G ( ) yields
Formally, the term in brackets equals the Dirac impulse ( ); hence, the integration over b sifts the value b = into B and . Since B = I, the identity operator, the analysis of (12) con rms that the A marginal of Ps equals j( A s)(a)j 2 provided ( ; ) = 1 8 .
The B{IED marginal (19) follows similarly. Integrating Ps with respect to d G (a) (and skipping the disappearance of d(A), which occurs as above for B), an analysis similar to (11) con rms that the B marginal of Ps equals j(I F B s)( )j 2 provided ( ; b) = 1 8 b.
The covariance properties of Ps are completely determined by the operator A ? B ? that rules over the ambiguity function (16) . Here the theory departs from that of Section III, because in general the composition A ? B ? is neither commutative nor even a group representation. Thus, even if we select A-CED and B-CED marginal distributions in Ps, it might not exhibit any covariance aside from in those marginals. A complete discussion of covariance lies beyond the scope of this paper; we refer the reader to 5, 6, 14, 15, 18, 24, 25, 37, 38] for results applicable to continuous groups. 
IV-D Examples

IV-E Relationship to Cohen's Method
Cohen pioneered the construction of joint distributions of arbitrary variables 1, 19, 36, 44] . In this section, we show that the steps of Section IV-B and Cohen's method yield equivalent distributions, assuming we are interested in CED marginals over the real numbers. (This fact was originally proved by Sayeed 
The exponentiation e j2 ( A+ B) can be performed many di erent ways | as long as e j2 ( A+ B) j =0 = e j2 A and e j2 ( A+ B) j =0 = e j2 B , distributions of this form will correctly marginalize to the A{CED and B{CED. To generate a class of distributions corresponding to many possible exponentiations, Cohen xes one and introduced a kernel function ( ; ) into (20) to take care of the others.
We now will sketch the equivalence between Cohen's formulation (20) and the formulation of (17) for the case of CED marginals.
Equivalence on (I R; +): When the quantities of interest a and b live in the group (IR; +), the equivalence between (17) and (20) With these three changes in place, the general formula (17) would yield (P cohen s)(a; b), but with a; b with not necessarily in (IR; +). In order to assure this (and link our result to Cohen's), we use the warping transformation v that takes a 2 G to a 0 2 (IR; +) (plus a similar transformation for b). Under this warping, the characters of G become additive and we have Thus, for real-valued variables, we can interpret (17) for CED marginals as equivalent to a warped version of Cohen's construction (20) . (See 24,25] for more details.)
The utility of warping extends beyond demonstrating this equivalence. Consider the case in Section IV-B where A and B represent di erent, but equivalent groups. By warping one of the variables, we can base (17) in a common group and signal space. A simple dewarping procedure on the resulting distribution can then restore the variable to its natural state.
Discretized versions of (20) can be implemented by an FFT-based algorithm. Discretization of (17) will lead to number theoretic transforms 45], which also have fast implementations.
V Conclusions
Viewing invariant and covariant signal energy densities from a group theory perspective has proven illuminating. These simple concepts are central for studying both single-and multi-operator energy distributions. Our approach to joint distributions | simply combining two one-dimensional energy densities to form one joint density | is simple, but e ective. Somewhat surprisingly, this method is equivalent to Cohen's general prescription.
In constructing joint densities for multiple operators, we have ignored the important fact that in certain special cases, operator pairs can be representations of (noncommutative) higher-dimensional groups. For general constructions that utilize the resulting noncommutative group theory, see 5, 6, 41] .
